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By the time you read this, hopefully the curve we hear so much about has been flattened to some positive degree, but all indicators say it
may not. This virus and its journey have been so unsettling, it’s incredibly hard to predict where our community, or our country for that matter,
will be by the time you receive this. I believe it is important for you, our constituent, to know how the Free Clinic is doing. First, we have
tremendous leadership in place. From day one, our volunteer Medical Director, Dr. Lori Whitis, has taken the lead on COVID-19 protocols
and practices making changes daily based on new data coming in. The Free Clinic’s board president, Dr. Steve Weiss, has also been working
tirelessly offering more volunteer time and expertise to this crisis. Our #1 priority is two-fold – keeping people cleared from emergency rooms
so they are ready for extreme cases and the Free Clinic, offering care and support to the people we encounter every day. Our patients are
a vulnerable population, many afflicted with chronic disease issues. We rely so heavily on volunteers to run our clinic, many of whom are
retirement age which puts them in a high risk and vulnerable group to coronavirus as well. Other volunteers are working stressful, overtime
hours at their own health system. During this time the Free Clinic has also been forced to limit some patient services to reduce risk and
overextend others to keep people healthy. We are working with a much smaller core group of volunteers and staff, managing the best we can.
In times of critical need our community has pulled together by helping causes they are passionate about more generously. With your continued
support we will get through this. Many blessings and wishes for your good health, Maribeth Woodford, Executive Director
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A Place Called Home
By Julia Kyle, MD

As anyone who works in the area of housing insecurity will tell you, it is difficult to address
the factors contributing to housing insecurity until those in its grips have a stable home. Here at
the Free Clinic, we serve those who are experiencing health insecurity. Now that we have a stable,
forever home, we are much better able to meet those needs in a comprehensive way.
Our patients come to us from many places and backgrounds; in many colors and speaking
many languages; they come to us in many shapes and sizes. They have one thing in common: they
need care they cannot access through the traditional American Healthcare system. From the time
they walk in our front door, they are in a truly patient centered medical home. They are immediately
greeted by reception. They have a roomy, comfortable space to fill out the necessary forms and wait
for the various stages of their visit. The room is open and airy; we have beautiful locally crafted
tables and natural light. From there, they meet with our intake coordinators, who have space to
meet with each patient privately. The reception area then flows to the Healthier You space, where
patients can choose to work on an individualized plan to use lifestyle changes to improve their
health. This flows to our nurses’ station and triage rooms, where patients are screened for their
health needs. Even patients coming in for dental visits undergo medical screening, as we address
the health needs of the whole patient. The nurses’ station is well equipped; we have emergency
equipment, nebulizers, a procedure cart, an EKG machine; we have the space to interact and work
out the best plan for each patient’s visit. Right in the middle of triage, a supply closet, the nurses,
and the exam rooms, is our clinic director office. I can say from experience, this is the right place, as
during busy clinics, the director is helping with just about everything! Our new space has allowed
us to set up every exam room identically, which helps us keep them appropriately stocked, and helps
the providers and nurses know how to find everything.
Right in the middle of the clinical space is our
lab draw station and dispensary. Medical providers
are able to drop off prescriptions in the exam room
hallway; patients pick them up around the corner
where there is a bit more space and privacy for
individual patient counseling. We have many resident
physicians in training who rotate through, and this
gives us teaching space. We have been able to
expand our dental care with this dedicated space. As
in any good home, everyone ends up in the kitchen,
and the space appropriately flows to our break room,
where the volunteers from all areas can gather and
break bread as a family, with meals generously
provided by local volunteers and organizations.
Our space is flexible. To be a true comprehensive
medical home, we have many varied patient needs
to meet. Our eye exam room doubles as an intake

Since 1997 we’ve saved lives through 48,475 patient visits.
This wouldn’t be possible without you!

continued on page 2....

A Place Called Home (Continued...)
office; healthier you space is also be used for mental health clinic and
counseling; we have space for diabetes education on Thursday AMs; we
have exam room space for the foot care nurse; we have been able to bring
in volunteer medical specialists when needed to see patients in our space.
It takes a village of volunteers to keep every aspect of the clinic going, and
the dictation room provides excellent space for many of our administrative
volunteers.
I had always worked Tuesday evenings, so was unable to volunteer at
the Free Clinic. After 18.5 years and much discernment, I came to the very
difficult decision that I was no longer a good fit where I was employed. I
came to the Free Clinic broken, burned out, and hoping I had something
I could offer. I will be forever grateful to the clinic and to the patients for
giving me my vocation back. Once I was able to focus completely on the
needs of the patients, I rediscovered joy in the practice of medicine. I was
excited on the days I could come in and see patients. I was surrounded by
others who were also focused on how best to meet the needs of patients,
and in an environment where we could do that in a comprehensive way. I
actually had someone I could work together with to help my patients with
lifestyle changes important to their health.

When the Type I diabetes who can’t afford insulin walked in the
door with blood sugars off the roof, I knew I could immediately help
them, and they would leave the clinic with the life-saving medication they
need. When I identified a need, I was listened to, ideas were embraced,
and we were able to work together with community partners to meet
those needs. When I was asked to serve as interim clinic director, I
initially stumbled through the role, but with the help and guidance of the
village, eventually those clinics ran smoothly. I am grateful to the clinic
for the opportunity, as it has helped give me the courage to open my own
clinic. Because of all of my experiences with the Free Clinic, I know I can’t
go back to practicing in a competitive environment. I have come to realize
that health care is much more effective, and much more fun, when it is
collaborative.
The Free Clinic exists because of the vision of a few, the hard work of
many, and the generosity of a community that truly cares. I am eternally
grateful to all those who have gone before me to make the Free Clinic
a reality, and to bring it to where it is today. It is such a gift to now have
a permanent, stable home so we can put our full focus on meeting the
comprehensive needs of our patients well into the future.

The Face of the clinic
“Your care that you all deliver so generously and nonjudgementally is undoubtedly one of the greatest blessings in my life.”
Melanie Albricht, a patient in her late 50s, wrote this in a holiday
note to everyone at the Clinic. Continually grateful, it was one of her
many hand-written notes the Clinic has received.
When she presented at the Clinic over two years ago,
Melanie was found to have several serious health issues: diabetes,
hypertension, vision changes, history of depression, obesity,
gingivitis, and a foot ulcer that ultimately required amputation of her
right great toe.
Because of this wide array of health needs, the staff in dental
and vision services, Healthier You, and foot care, as well as medical
and nursing services helped her make significant healthy progress. In
addition, we also quickly learned about Melanie. We understood her
history of employment at Walmart. We learned about her children
and her pet cat. We admired her determination. And, we discovered
that under her quiet external personality, Melanie was a thoughtful
and caring individual.
One of Melanie’s written expressions is shown to the right. We
believe that it is in noticing more than the single initial health issue—
uncovering more layers about each Clinic patient—that inspires us
to provide the Special Care she identified in her tribute. Thank you,
Melanie, for helping us remember the heart of looking deeper.

The Dispensary

Constants & Changes

Staff Highlights

Michelle Urlaub

The Clinic Dispensary provides a vital service to our patients.
Millions of Americans omit high-cost medications as a way to pay their
rent or buy groceries. If there wasn’t a dispensary available at the Clinic,
we know many patients in the Chippewa Valley area would not take their
medications as prescribed-missing doses or perhaps not take them at
all. The volunteer medical teams in our Clinic service areas collaborate
to make it possible for patients to receive the medications they need.
Examples include antibiotics and medications for heart disease, diabetes,
high blood pressure, and mental illnesses, as well as life-saving insulin and
epi pens.
We are an active, hardworking, and dynamic dispensary—another
constant. In 2019, the dispensary filled over 3800 prescriptions valued
at over 1.1 million dollars. Pharmacists from local hospitals and retail
pharmacies volunteer their time to educate Clinic patients about their
medications.
A change—Alicia MacDonald, who has been the dispensary manager
for the past four years on a part-time basis, has accepted a full-time
position elsewhere. We wish you the best, Alicia, and will miss having
you as a skilled and dedicated colleague. Richard Martin (Physician
Assistant who has recently retired after 20 years working in urgent care)
has joined the Clinic to serve as a volunteer interim Dispensary Manager.
“I understand the necessity of dispensary services in the Clinic. Our
mission depends on it—to provide quality healthcare to individuals who
have no reasonable healthcare alternative.” Martin said. “I am honored to
contribute in this way.” Dr. Lu (a retired Physician at HSHS Sacred Heart,
and CVFC volunteer since 1997).
The Clinic is urgently inviting applicants for the Dispensary Manager
position. The primary responsibility of the individual in this position (12 –
15 hours/week) is to manage and oversee the procurement, inventory, and
distribution of medications necessary to care for patients in the Clinic.
Please refer to the Clinic website or contact the Clinic directly for more
information.
In addition to the open Dispensary Manager position, the Clinic also
needs volunteer pharmacy techs to serve in the dispensary on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
The Dispensary’s essential service to the Clinic patients remains a
constant. We need staff applicants and volunteers to help us as we change
and grow. Please consider this heartwarming opportunity!

I have lived in the Eau Claire area and been
a Registered Nurse for more than 25 years.
Outside of work I enjoy walking, running,
biking and skiing. I also love to cook,
especially new and healthy recipes. I hope
my professional experience as a nurse and
my personal passion for wellness will be an
asset to the Healthier You Program at the
Chippewa Valley Free Clinic.

Shelly Grokowsky

As a marketing professional in the Chippewa
Valley for over 25 years, I’ve worked
on numerous fundraisers, events, and
promotions. My first experience working
with CVFC was as the Project Manager for
the Open House in October, and when I was
invited back to work on the upcoming Raise
Spirits, Give Hope fundraiser, I jumped at the
chance to continue working with the Clinic.
Working with CVFC these past few months
has given me a greater understanding and appreciation of the good work
the Clinic does in our community and the important need they fill.

Volunteers
Needed

What does it take to fully run a volunteer-based free clinic?
V.O.L.U.N.T.E.E.R.S -many of them, from many diverse
backgrounds – we hope you enjoy and are amazed by the
different types of volunteers we feature in each newsletter.
• Provider (Medical +
Mental Health)

• Administrative
Assistant

• Nurse

• Public Relations &
Communications

• Counselor
• Pharmacist
• Pharmacy Technician
• Receptionist
• Spanish
Interpreter
• Lab Technician
• Dentist
• Dental Assistant/
Hygienist
• Ophthalmologist/
Optometrist

• Janitorial/Cleaning
• Patient Navigator
• Intake Coordinator
• Meal Provider - Provide
meals to the volunteers
during clinic hours
• Dictation - Update patient
files w/transcription,
correct diagnosis, and
clean up in patient chart.

Compassionate Care Makes the Difference

The Free Clinic is ever evolving in order to stay resilient and ready to meet the health care gaps that affect the underinsured and
uninsured populations. However, the one thing that hasn’t changed is our commitment to provide quality health care services. We are
part of the solution helping our patients stay out of emergency rooms for basic care keeping them healthy and vital to our community.
In 2019, our compassionate volunteers and generous community donations provided us with the ability to serve 588 unique patients
with over 2300 patient visits.
In 2019, CVFC provided 56 vision appointments, and 34 free pairs of eyeglasses donated by Chippewa Valley Eye Clinic. With
144 referrals to BadgerCare and other health insurances, the free clinic was able to help patients receive more stable and regular care
through our area health systems. We have also provided referrals to more specialized services. Some examples are advanced mental
health treatment, oncology, cardiology, urology, and ophthalmology. Furthermore, the free clinic partners with HSHS Sacred Heart
Hospital, Mayo Clinic Health Systems, Marshfield Health System and several clinics in the OakLeaf Network providing free advanced
medical services, supplies and equipment. In 2019, the clinic dispensed over 3,800 prescriptions, which at an estimated wholesale price
would cost over $1,100,000.
The Meal Provider Volunteers delivered close to 1500 meals in 2019 for the clinic volunteers. Without these meals many of our
volunteers would have gone hours without nourishment, as many come straight from their jobs to volunteer their time with us.
From medical, dental and vision care to data entry and clinic cleaning, our volunteers have contributed more than 8300 hours in 2019!

Services Provided
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Medical Care
Chronic Disease Management
Vision Care/ Free Eyeglasses
Oral Health and Dental Care
Diabetes Education
Mental Health Care with Counseling
Tobacco Cessation
Lab Services/Immunizations

Patient Demographics
• Wellness/Weight Management
Program
• Case Management /Connection to
resources in community
• Medications/ Medical Supplies/
Over the Counter supplies
• Medical Specialties

Income Level
• 95% Low to Extremely Low
• 61% Employed (full-time, part-time, seasonal)
• 14% Underinsured
• 82% Uninsured

Gender
• 48% Female
• Sharing Dignity/Feminine Hygiene • 52% Male

		

In Celebration of Community Support

To the many individuals who support our community clinic and the services provided, we thank
you for your time, talent and financial support. You determine how we make a difference in the lives of
each patient we treat. Please continue to help the Free Clinic so we may continue to help others. We all
look to the day when free clinics are no longer needed and affordable health care is available to all. But
for today, we are here, we need you and together, we save lives.
-Maribeth Woodford, Executive Director
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Surgery
Direct Relief
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Eau Claire Medical Clinic
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Eau Claire YMCA
Eli Lilly and Company
Evergreen Surgical
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Grace Respiratory
HSHS Sacred Heart Hospital
Independent Surgery Center
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Mayo Clinic Health System
Medical X-Ray Consultants
Merck
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HONORARIUM/
MEMORIAL

In Honor Of Bill Benson
In Honor Of Alison Rouse
In Honor Of Darla Eilen
In Honor Of Dr. Bradley Ganber
In Honor Of Dr. John H. & Shirley
K. Gray
In Honor Of First Congregational
Ucc of Eau Claire
In Honor Of Steve Weiss and Monica
Holdsworth
In Memory Of Allene Freimuth
In Memory Of Andy Kristo
In Memory Of Arnie Anderson
In Memory Of Barb Lilly

In Memory Of Betty Gray
In Memory Of Betty Jackson
In Memory Of Corinne Buckley
Liegel
In Memory Of Deb Halaychik
In Memory Of Don Reali
In Memory Of Donald W. Kurtz
In Memory Of Douglas Mcmanus
In Memory Of Dr. Edward K. Ryder
In Memory Of Dr. Edward Ryder
In Memory Of Dr. Michael Sultan
In Memory Of Dr. William
Maierhofer
In Memory Of Ellie Haigh
In Memory Of Elmer & Janet Sabol
In Memory Of Faith Thoele
In Memory Of Father Klimek
In Memory Of George, Doris And
Ja-Nan Polden
In Memory Of James A. Poeschel
In Memory Of James R. Davis
In Memory Of Jane Edson
In Memory Of Jerry Jacobson
In Memory Of Jewel Myhers
In Memory Of Jim Graves
In Memory Of Jim Olson
In Memory Of Joe Seymour
In Memory Of John & Georgia
Zahorik
In Memory Of John Klabon
In Memory Of Joseph James Welnetz
In Memory Of Kelly Manydeeds
In Memory Of Laura (Gritz) Krueger
In Memory Of Laurel Nelson
In Memory Of Leo Court
In Memory Of Lois Hunchar
In Memory Of Mae Heath
In Memory Of Marcy Hennig
In Memory Of Mary And Merne
Asplund
In Memory Of Mary Frederick
In Memory Of Myrna M. Richmond
In Memory Of Norm Mcmahon
In Memory Of Patricia Bowman
In Memory Of Robert Bragg
In Memory Of Ron Adler
In Memory Of Steve Erickson
In Memory Of Steven “Champ”
Champion
In Memory Of Tom Cowley
In Memory Of Victor Sorenson

